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Abstract: This paper presents a framework for multi-user distributed virtual environments (VEs) and explores its
application to teleoperation of a mobile robot over the Internet. The proposed framework, incorporating the func-
tional and the interconnection models, attempts to represent common functionality, communication issues, and
requirements found in distributed multi-user VEs. A distributed virtual environment for mobile robot teleopera-
tion has been implemented based on distributed simulation and virtual reality standards and used for measurements
in the laboratory testbed. It has been demonstrated that user behavior and interactions need be taken into account
when specifying networking requirements for distributed VEs.
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1. Introduction

V IRTUAL reality (VR) is becoming increasingly recog-
nized as a technology offering numerous benefits to

(tele)robotics [7]. In addition to being safer, less tedious,
and less costly than real task performance testing, VR pro-
vides an intuitive, experiential human interface and pro-
vides visualization of simulated actual, as well as hypothet-
ical situations, while incorporating real constraints. Manu-
facturing and teleoperation, particularly teleoperation with
inadequate visual feedback, as well as supervisory and col-
laborative control, are only some areas where the “synergy
between VR and robotics” [11] is expected to grow. On the
other hand, VR in combination with high-speed network-
ing technologies provides a basis for distributed virtual en-
vironments (VEs). Such VEs allow multiple remote users,
as well as simulated or real entities (e.g., robots!), to par-
ticipate and interact in shared virtual worlds.

This paper explores how a (rather general) distributed
VE framework is applied to mobile robot teleoperation
over the Internet. As such, the purpose of this paper is
twofold: A framework for distributed multi-user VEs is
first discussed that attempts to represent common func-
tionality, communication issues, and requirements found
in such VEs. This framework tends to be general and suit-
able for a variety of applications. Then, teleoperation using
a VR interface (virtual environment), whether in a single-
user or a multi-user mode of operation, is demonstrated as
a highly interactive distributed application. For such appli-
cations, adequate networking support in terms of delay and
throughput is necessary to meet “real-time” constraints in
terms of human perception.
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Fig. 1 Outline of teleoperation/telerobotic VE

In further detail, for mobile robot teleoperation over the
Internet, the teleoperation/telerobotic VE shown inFig. 1
[16] is followed. An interprocess communication is estab-
lished to allow the human to operate a virtual robot (master)
in the VE, where this operation is in turn reflected on the
actual robot (slave) in “real-time.” This basic outline may
be extended to create a distributed multi-user VE, such that
multiple users may view the ongoing experiment. How-
ever, the robot teleoperation must be exclusive, i.e., only
one user at a time may operate the robot, although users
may alternate in the role of the robot operator. Similarly,
this concept may be applied to multiple robots and multi-
ple operators. When this is the case, each user may control
his/her own mobile robot, viewing simultaneously through
the VE interface the operation of other robots. However, is-
sues of mobile robot navigation coordination and collision
avoidance are robotics issues and are not a part of the VE.
A prototype application for mobile robot teleoperation has
been developed and used for measurement of networking
requirements using several single user and multiple users
scenarios in the laboratory testbed. It is essential to em-
phasize that the main benefits of such a multi-user sys-
tem are the ability to train (remote) mobile robot opera-
tor(s) by allowing them to see and to perform mobile robot
(tele)operation, as well as to rehearse and execute collabo-
rative mobile robot scenarios.

Although at this time Internet provides only a “best-
effort” (no guarantees on delay/delay variation) transport
service, the Next Generation Internet/Internet 2 will pro-
vide quality of service (QoS) support. While QoS is an
open area of research, it is clear that requirements for a par-
ticular application need be specified. For distributed VEs,
the problem of specification of networking requirements
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is complicated by the fact that they are often application
specific and usage scenario dependent. Thus, models of
distributed VEs found in literature are generally geared to-
wards application at hand, as opposed to the more general
framework presented here.

In summary, the paper contributions are:
• Derivation of a framework for distributed VEs.
• Application of the framework to mobile robot teleop-

eration over the Internet.
• Development and testing of a prototype multi-user dis-

tributed VE for mobile robot teleoperation in a labora-
tory testbed.

• Experimental results that strengthen the hypothesis
that user behavior and interactions need be taken into
account when specifying networking requirements for
such distributed VEs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly presents related work. Section 3 summarizes the
framework for distributed multi-user VEs, incorporating
the functional and the interconnection model. Section 4 de-
scribes the experimental study, a prototype application for
mobile robot teleoperation, its implementation and testbed.
Section 5 presents and discusses the measurements’ results.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

A detailed review of related research and work in the
field of distributed multimedia and virtual reality appli-
cations for the framework described in Section 3 may
be found in [26]. Reviewed distributed VEs include
NPSNet [25], Virtual Prototyping System [24], DIVE [22],
mWorld [15], MASSIVE-2 [21], and Spline [4].

Teleoperation over the Internet and the World Wide
Web [9], [13], [19] is gaining popularity in applications
ranging from art to telemedicine [18], [31], [32]. Since
the pioneerMercury Project[19] in 1995, more than
twenty robots are currently publicly accessible on
the Web (http://ranier.oact.hq.nasa.gov/teleroboticspage/
realrobots.html).

The Internet and the Web have been further enhanced
with 3D graphical visualization and interactivity through
the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [2]. In
general, VRML provides a means for creating 3D objects
and worlds, sensing and specifying responses to user in-
teraction, key frame animation, scripting, and prototyping.
In addition to shaded and textured 3D geometry, VRML-
modeled virtual worlds may be enhanced by background,
panorama, lights, sound, video, and animation. Several ex-
amples of use of VRML in teleoperation over the Web have
been reported [3], [23], [27].

3. Distributed VE Framework Fundamentals

In a distributed multi-user VE application, two relevant
questions are: (i) How does an interaction at the applica-
tion (user) level affect the communication characteristics,
and, (ii) How are events at the communication level re-
flected at the application level.

These questions have been already studied [26] from the
simplest case of a single user local (non-distributed) VE
to the most general and complicated case of multiple users
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Fig.2 The concept of two complementary models

distributed VE. Two derived models, the functional and the
interconnection models, comprising the overall framework,
provide an answer to these questions. The models repre-
sent two complementary, interrelated views of a distributed
VE, as shown inFig. 2. Using components of the VE sys-
tem [16], a distributed VE may be viewed as a collection of
(multiple) user processes and autonomous simulation pro-
cesses that communicate over the network. This commu-
nication is depicted asNetwork I/O block. The functional
model hides the distributed nature of the overall VE be-
yond theNetwork I/O. Complementary to the functional
model, the interconnection model addresses the distributed
view, and expands on theNetwork I/O, without distinction
between user and autonomous simulation processes.

The models are briefly described below, using the Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML) [8]. For the UML speci-
fication, the reader is referred to http://www.rational.com/
uml/. UML defines several types of diagrams for graphical
notation. Statechart diagramsand their variation,activity
diagrams, are used in the representation of the functional
model. Statechart diagrams are used to describe the be-
havior of the system. Activity diagrams focus on activities
representing the operations and sequencing of related ac-
tivities. In the interconnection model, the UMLclass dia-
gramsare used for static structure description, and thein-
teraction diagrams(includingsequence diagramsandcol-
laboration diagrams) are applied for the description of in-
teractions between UML components.

3. 1 Functional model

The functional model for multi-user distributed VE is
shown inFig. 3. It consists of four groups of functions
that represent the core of a VE, namely,User input, Com-
pute, Display, andNetwork I/O. The user is included in the
loop between theDisplayandUser input.

To accommodate different (multi-)user interactions the
User input is divided in two components:User-VE (that
includes navigation, user–object, and user–user interac-
tions), andUser–group(that includes membership and par-
ticipation interactions). TheDisplay includesVE display
andNon-VE display, where the former displays the virtual
world, and the latter status and error notifications.

Following the grouping of input and display functions, it
is convenient to separate the functions inComputeinto Vir-
tual world managementand Session management. The
Virtual world managementdeals primarily with users’ ac-
tions and their effects within the VE and manages the dis-
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Fig.3 Functional model for multi-user distributed VE

tributed data, while theSession managementfocuses on
users’ membership, participation, and communication be-
tween distributed processes that constitute the VE.

The Virtual world managementis responsible for the
virtual world content. The virtual world is composed of
virtual objectsplaced in a common VE. An object is char-
acterized by a list ofattributesandbehaviors. The selec-
tion of attributes and behaviors that adequately character-
ize the object depends on the object itself, as well as on the
use of attributes and behaviors in the specific application.
Attributes that describe the properties of an object are re-
ferred to asproper attributes, and attributes that describe
object’s relation to the environment are referred to asspa-
tial attributes. For example, an object may have proper
attributes that describe its shape (e.g., sphere), appearance
(e.g., shiny, red color), and physics (e.g., mass 1 kg), and
spatial attributes that describe its position and orientation.
Behaviors may be divided into two broad categories as de-
terministic and non-deterministic. Behaviors triggered by
user actions are typically non-deterministic. A formal de-
scription of behaviors (not to mention standardization) is
still an open research issue. Attributes and behaviors of an
object may be changed by the simulation, based on passage
of simulation time and processing of the user input.

Simulation, in general, may be any combination of a
Visual simulation, anAudio simulation, a Physical sim-
ulation, and anApplication-specific simulation. (The
Application-specific simulationis not considered further
as a part of the general model.)Approximation is tightly
coupled with theSimulation and is therefore represented
in the same block. In a distributed VE, the control over
virtual world entities may be distributed among users and
simulations in order to reduce the local processing at each
site. The purpose ofApproximation is to approximate the
behavior of remote entities based on the updates received
from the controllingSimulation. An approximation is typ-
ically much less computationally extensive than the simu-
lation. On the sending side, an approximation is run in par-
allel to simulation, and the results are compared in order
to decide whether an update is needed for remote entities.
For remote entities, only the object audio-visual properties
need be known, and the scene is updated based on updates
received over the network and the approximation algorithm
(e.g.,dead reckoning[1]).

Access control/Concurrencyimplements the control of
the local user’s actions and concurrency restrictions due
to multi-user access, serialization, and synchronization of
multiple inputs, necessary for preserving consistency. The
Access control/Concurrencyoperates in conjunction with
Participation, and it implements either access matrix based
rules, or a role-based policy. The use of role-based policies
may assist in limiting some of the concurrency problems,
as demonstrated by their application in collaborative multi-
user applications [17]. TheParticipation deals with any
user-to-role assignment.

Concurrency control is implemented on top of access
control, with the goal of preserving integrity of shared vir-
tual world. Usual approaches for concurrency control for
shared data include locking and transactions at the data
level. A higher level of control may be implemented based
on analysis of user interactions. The interaction-related
concurrency may be restricted or resolved by assigning and
negotiating ownership (per object/attribute) and/or roles
(per user). This leads to a more general basis for access
rules.

TheSession managementhas two aspects in distributed
multi-user applications: one related tosocial aspect, i.e.,
meeting of agroup of users in a shared VE, and the other
addressingcommunication aspect.

The social aspect of session management determines
how users join and leave (i.e., membership), and the pol-
icy regarding users’ interactions (i.e., participation). Ses-
sion management in terms of communication separates the
control needed during the data transfer from the data trans-
fer itself [33]. It includes different groups of tasks, related
to session administration, session configuration, establish-
ment/release, and control of synchronized exchange of in-
formation between peers. Two dominant session models
for multi-user applications are the light-weight session and
tightly-coupled session. They differ in how the issues of
membership, participation, and connection establishment
are addressed.

Group control comprisesMembership controlandPar-
ticipation control. TheMembership controlenables a user
to become a session member (join the shared application),
or end the membership (leave the shared application). The
Membership controlandConnection controlare related
through granting a membership (a “join” request) which
may imply a session establishment, or renegotiation of ses-
sion (quality of service, QoS) parameters, whereas issuing
a “leave” request may imply the current session release. In
addition, theMembership controlprovides a link to the
Participation control to allow the user to set initial set of
access rights or role within the VE. The association of users
with roles and implementation of a participation policy is
the main purpose ofParticipation control. TheParticipa-
tion control may also allow dynamic roles, where the role
initially assigned to user may be renegotiated.

The Network I/O includes Data pre/post-processing,
andEnd-to-end connection. The Data pre/post-process-
ing represents non-context-specific handling of different
types of discrete data (such as position updates) and con-
tinuous data (such as audio streams). Context-specific pro-
cessing, such as functional/logical partitioning[25], [30], is
handled withinSimulation/Approximation, since only the
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Fig.4 SharedObject and TransObject decomposition

simulation “knows” about the context. This enables ap-
propriate media-specific methods, including compression
and media-specific filtering (e.g., hierarchical encoding),
to be applied for reducing the network load, and also al-
lowing the users to choose what media types, and with
what quality, they wish to receive. On the sending side,
the Data pre/post-processingacts as pre-processing, with
the output written to theEnd-to-end connection. On the
receiving side, theData pre/post-processingdoes the post-
processing, i.e., reconstruction to original form.

TheEnd-to-end connectionrepresents an abstraction of
a transport protocol. Its functionality is to establish end-
to-end transport-level connection(s), enable exchange of
various types of information while maintaining satisfac-
tory performance, and close the transport connection(s).
TheEnd-to-end connectionmay also perform mapping of
partitioned data/streams to multicast groups. The differ-
ent requirements on the network in terms of distribution,
timing, reliability, and other performance requirements are
determined by QoS parameters. The mapping of appli-
cation requirements to transport QoS parameters is per-
formed by the session service, and it is handled by the
session management. The choice of an appropriate set of
QoS parameters may be not only a media-specific, but also
an application-specific issue. Proposed parameters include
large scale multicast applications [6], and parameters for
media streaming applications [5], [28], [33].

3. 2 Interconnection model

The interconnection model represents a distribution-
oriented view of a VE. Three aspects addressed include
distribution of users, distribution of data, and distribution
of processing.

Distribution of users is an intrinsic property of a multi-
user VE. It partially influences the distribution of data and
processing since at least a portion of data, as well as lo-
cal VE input and display processing, are usually local to

the user’s computer. In addition, the number of users and
topology of their distribution determine the user co-located
multiple endpoints of communication. The session model
for multi-user distributed VEs is based on the concept of
group (or multipoint) communication[14]. A group corre-
sponds to a set of participating processes, where processes
include, but are not limited to, user processes. Three com-
ponents may be identified as necessary for a group sys-
tem support [12]: group management, group communica-
tion, and replication management. Group management is
needed to create and destroy a process group, and to (op-
tionally) keep record of group membership that changes
through join and leave requests. Group communication
represents a mechanism for information exchange among
group members, while the goal of replication management
is to maintain consistency between local data copies asso-
ciated with multiple processes within a group. The respon-
sibility for maintaining consistency is given to application
processes (that decide on when and how the updates are
sent, as well as what they contain), and the communication
infrastructure that transfers the updates over the network.
One of the main concerns of a distributed application is to
maintain consistency, while allowing multiple user interac-
tions. Due to non-deterministic processes (different user
inputs), an exchange of information is necessary to achieve
consistent replication.

The analysis of VE content and the discussion of group
communication in the interconnection model highlight the
different requirements forreplication of shared objects
vs. streaming of continuous media objectsat the transport
level. The VE transport requirements extend the fundamen-
tal requirements for continuous media by involving appli-
cation aspects, such as (i) the manner media are composed
within VE objects, and (ii) user’s perception of, and inter-
action with, VE objects.

A classification of objects is proposed that divides ob-
jects intoSharedObjectsandTransObjects. A SharedOb-
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ject, shown inFig. 4, contains geometry, and a media con-
tainer for each data type. Data types include single me-
dia types (audio, video, and text) and a combined me-
dia type. A combined type represents a unified presenta-
tion of multiple media, such as audio/video, audio/text, au-
dio/video/text, etc. The purpose of media containers is to
define spatial attributes of media elements, for example, the
position of a sound source in space. Two data types are dis-
tinguished for each medium, based on replication require-
ments: (i) stored media (clip), and (ii) real-time (live feed)
streaming media. Stored media replication is reduced to
one-time (download or streaming) transport for each clip,
while for live media there is a transport-layer virtual circuit
established for communication between the source and the
sink for the whole duration of the session. The terminol-
ogy for shared objects is adopted from the draft specifica-
tion of Web 3D Consortium (http://www.vrml.org)Living
Worldsworking group and it is extended with terminology
for continuous media objects. ATransObject(Fig. 4) is an
object containing continuous media data, e.g., streaming
video, audio, or text. Such an object is not replicated: in-
stead, a streaming connection between the source and sink
is established. Media streams in TransObject do not have
a spatial component, and are presented to the user via non-
VE display. A TransObject provides only minimal control
interface to the user, allowing the user to stop unwanted
stream(s), as well as temporarily pause the stream delivery
(play, pause, andstop).

Figure 5 illustrates the interconnection model. The
model shows mapping of virtual world objects from the
user view (UV) to media connectivity (MC). The UV cor-
responds to an individual user’s experience of the common
VE. In the user view, a VE is a collection of virtual world
objects, including the environment, static and dynamic ob-
jects, and embodiments of other users or processes. In this
view, the distribution of the virtual environment is transpar-

ent.
The next two views represent different levels of compo-

sition and decomposition within the application. First is
the spatial composition (SC). SharedObjects are presented
using a VE display, and TransObjects are presented using a
non-VE display. Media components in SharedObjects dif-
fer from those in TransObjects in their spatial component,
so for shared objects, the next view is the spatial com-
position. At this level, a SharedObject is represented by
geometry (data that requires reliable transport and repli-
cation) and a number of media containers (audio, video,
text, combined). A media container represents a spatial
“place holder” for a media stream. Different types of me-
dia are mapped to their respective containers. Information
about replicated objects is contained within their spatial at-
tributes, and does not require any additional processing. An
example for spatial composition is avatar’s voice appearing
as “bound” to the movement of the avatar.

The distribution and synchronization (DS) level focuses
on temporal interdependency. For shared objects, there is a
temporal relationship between replicas on distributed ma-
chines. In the model, this is shown as replication associated
with SharedObjects. A TransObject contains references to
multiple media streams, which may be either unrelated or
temporally related in a common presentation. Stream syn-
chronization is needed for all such streams, regardless of
whether they are mapped to media containers in a Share-
dObject, or presented directly to the user as a TransOb-
ject. Before mutual dependency is addressed, media syn-
chronization is applied for each single media stream sepa-
rately. This may require less processing if the stream en-
coding already contains synchronization information (com-
bined type). The mutual dependency between streams may
be determined easily if they belong to the same source, for
example, captured sound in motion video, or if the streams
are mapped to media containers of the same shared object.
However, whether there is a dependency between streams
via their respective objects can not be determined by the
model.

The media connectivity (MC) level deals with mapping
of application level QoS parameters to transport. For ex-
ample, replicated data transport may be mapped to reliable
multicast. Different media streams have different require-
ments on reliability, bandwidth, and timing (delay and jit-
ter), which is also dependent on sampling, encoding, and
compression. For example, both audio and video may tol-
erate some loss, but they may not tolerate jitter. Combined
types may be less susceptible to jitter, since they are re-
stored at the receiver based on built-in synchronization in-
formation. The overall requirements for different media
types may be grouped and matched to parameters and op-
tions of existing standards. This mapping may be defined
as aprofile for a given media type. Media streams may
be mapped to profiles that describe media requirements in
terms of QoS for the transport layer. In addition to media
profiles defined per media type, it may also be possible to
negotiate QoS on per-connection basis.

4. The Experimental Study

The prototype multi-user networked VE provides tele-
operation of a mobile robot (Nomad 200, Nomadic Tech-
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Table 1 VRML virtual world model components

VRML nodes Object/Option

Geometry Floor, walls (Blue Room)

Appearance Obstacle unit

Virtual robot

Avatar (not visualized)

Environment Light

Background

Navigation Walk

Teleport

Examine

Viewpoint Top view

Side view(s)

Corner view(s)

Robot camera view

nologies, Inc.) in the Robotics and Automation Laboratory
(RAL) of the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. The Vir-
tual Reality and Multimedia Laboratory has been used for
software development. The prototype application has been
developed based on the following requirements:

• Create a multi-user virtual environment, where the vir-
tual world represents the robot in the so-calledBlue
Room(BR), the actual set-up within RAL.

• Integrate the mobile robot in the virtual environment
and enable teleoperation of the robot.

• The control over the robot has to be exclusive (i.e.,
only one user at a time may control the robot); how-
ever, multiple users may view the ongoing experiment.

• A virtual control device (control panel, CP) is used
to control the robot. The user who controls the robot
(temporarily) owns this device. An extension of ba-
sic functionality includes a transfer of control between
users.

The VE has been implemented using a combination of
standard components: VRML, IEEE 1278 Distributed In-
teractive Simulation (DIS), and Java. By complying to
these standards, rather than be limited to specific hardware,
a virtual world could potentially be viewed on any com-
puter with a network connection and a Web browser. Thus,
users may be physically in different locations, and view
and participate in an experiment over the Internet. How-
ever, due to unpredictable delays in wide-area networks,
real-time control over the best-effort (no bounds on delay!)
Internet may be limited to users in a local area network.

4. 1 VRML

In the prototype VE, VRML has been used to model the
virtual world, representing the mobile robot and its envi-
ronment, the so calledBlue Room, with the components as
in Table 1.

Human avatars have not been modeled in VRML, but
each viewer (browsing user) is treated as an autonomous
entity whose position and orientation are updated. The real
robot has been integrated in the VE, visualized as a virtual
robot in the VE, and a real-time user control (teleoperation)
of the robot has been enabled.

In a multi-user VE, only one user at a time may operate
the robot. Multiple users may view the ongoing experi-

Table 2 Virtual robot control panel components

Group of commands Command

Movement controls Forward, Backward

Turn left/right

Stop, Zero

Joystick control Forward, Backward

Turn left, Turn right

Stop when released

Control transfer Get robot, Release robot

Grant control, Deny control

Status displays Operator status (true/false)

Robot status (free/busy)

ment, and alternate in the role of the robot operator. The
robot is controlled via a virtual control panel (CP), with
components summarized inTable 2. User may also navi-
gate in the virtual world, using the browser’s standard nav-
igation dashboard. A snapshot of the user interface with
the virtual environment and the CP upon initialization and
after acquiring the operator privilege is shown inFig. 6.
Figure 7 shows the standard Cognos 2D interface that only
provides a 2D map of the environment. A series of snap-
shots of the user interface after the robot is moved are
shown inFigs. 8 and9. The VR interface, on the other
hand, allows viewing from predefined points including top
view (top) and corner view (bottom), as well as uncon-
strained viewing as shown in Fig. 8 (top, bottom).

4. 2 Java implementation of DIS

DIS standard [1] is based on a concept of a synthetic en-
vironment consisting of computationally autonomous sim-
ulators (simulation software applications) running on geo-
graphically distributed, networked host computers. DIS de-
fines a set of 27 PDUs for communicating events between
autonomous simulators. In practice, a simulation may use
any subset of DIS PDUs.

In this application, Java implementation of DIS (by DIS-
Java-VRML working group [10] of the Web 3D Consor-
tium) has been used. Further information on DIS-Java-
VRML may be found at http://www.stl.nps.navy.mil/dis-
java-vrml.

4. 3 Distributed VE design

The final design is shown inFig. 10. Three control com-
ponents include: theVE initialization control, the robot
client-mode control, and therobot direct-mode control. In
the robot direct-mode control, client communicates direct
with the robot deamon. In the robot-client mode control,
the real robot (robot deamon) receives commands through
the robot simulator, using a one-to-one TCP/IP connection.
The robot simulator (Nomad simulator) is a part of the
Cognos Host Software Development Environment, from
Nomadic Technologies, Inc. The version 2.6.7. used in the
testbed includes an API and software libraries written in C
programming language. A separate stand-alone Java appli-
cation has been developed to communicate and control the
mobile robot using a wireless Ethernet link.

The VE initialization uses a WWW browser (HTTP over
TCP/IP) for one-time download of the initial virtual world
and the virtual control device that substitute the Nomad
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Fig. 6 VR user interface upon initialization (up) and after becoming an operator (down)

GUI. The initial virtual world is displayed in the browser’s
VR-plugin window, and the virtual control device is a Java
applet embedded in the same WWW page. The communi-
cation between the Java applet and the VRML browser uses
the External Authoring Interface (EAI). For details on EAI,
the reader is referred to the Web3D Consortium. To estab-
lish communication with the Nomad server from the virtual
world, the Java applet also implements the Nomad client,
using the locally developed implementation of Nomad API
in Java [20].

The multi-user VE uses DIS over IP multicast (UDP/IP).

To use DIS for the communication between the Nomad
client and the Nomad server, both client and server are
extended withDIS interpretersimplemented in Java. On
the client side, the DIS interpreter encapsulates the Nomad
API control parameters within DIS PDUs before multicast-
ing them over the network. On the server side (robot client
mode control), the DIS interpreter reads DIS PDUs from
the network, extracts Nomad server commands, and writes
them to the server (TCP) communication port. The server
executes the command and responds by multicasting the
updated state of the robot. DIS PDUs are also used to im-
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Fig. 7 A snapshot of the Nomad’s 2D user interface

plement exclusive control of the robot in a multi-user envi-
ronment.

4. 4 The functional and the interconnection model

The functional model for the case study corresponds to
the one in Fig. 3. TheUser input and Display are inte-
grated within the browser, as well as the visual simulation
within theVirtual world management. (The mobile robot
physical simulation is an autonomous process.) One of the
application’s requirements is that only one user at a time
can control the robot. The means to control the robot is the

CP. For the purpose of this application, two user roles are
defined asspectatorand(tele)operator. By default, users
join the VE as spectators. The user who controls the robot
temporarily assumes the role of the operator. To assure that
at any one time, there may be only one operator, theAccess
control/concurrencyis centralized and co-located with the
robot simulator, while theParticipation controlcontrols a
user’s role in the VE. The negotiation and transfer of op-
erator privileges is handled through message passing and
events pertaining to access (current operator and robot sta-
tus) are visualized using color indicators on the CP. The
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Fig. 8 Some predefined views of the VE: top view (up) and corner view (down)

Membership controlhandles how users join and leave the
VE. A light-weight session model is adopted, which does
not require an explicit session setup. Users may join and
leave at any time. Timeouts are implemented to avoid
deadlock situations, for example, when current operator
leaves the VE without releasing the CP. Message passing,
described in more detail later, is handled by theNetwork
I/O.

The interconnection model for the case study may be
simplified as shown inFig. 11, since all dynamic objects
in the scene are modeled as SharedObjects, and there are

no TransObjects. More advanced applications may require
Transobjects for incorporating real-time sensor data from
the robot in the VE.

In the model, theUser viewis represented by a user in-
terface, i.e. the browser.Spatial compositiondescribes the
mapping between objects in the user view and replicated
data. This functionality is implemented behind the user in-
terface, through software (Java applet) that controls the VR
display, and communicates with the network, as described
earlier in this Section. At theDistribution/synchronization
level, Replicationuses the DIS protocol to exchange mes-
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Fig.9 Unconstrained views of the VE

sages for purposes of replication and access control. A sub-
set of DIS PDUs for this VE includes the Entity State PDU
(ESPDU), Action Request PDU (AREQ), and Action Re-
sponse PDU (ARES). The ESPDUs are used for replica-
tion, i.e., communicating the updated state of the virtual
world objects, including position, orientation, and appear-
ance. The AREQ, and ARES PDUs are used for negotia-
tion and transfer of access control to robot, as well as for
teleoperation of the robot. TheReplication profileat the
Media connectivitylevel represents a combination of pro-
tocols used for communication over the network, i.e., the

DIS running over UDP/IP multicast.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

Experimental results in several single user and multi-
ple users scenarios using a laboratory testbed are presented
next.

5. 1 Testbed description

A heterogeneous computing environment consisting of
the following platforms has been used as a testbed:
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Fig.11 Interconnection model for the case study

• A Nomad 200 mobile robot base (from Nomadic Tech-
nologies Inc.) equipped with a shared memory multi-
processor control system. The master processor is a
Pentium-based PC (Pentium 133 MHz, 32 MB RAM),
running Red Hat Linux release 3.0.3 (Picasso), Kernel
2.0.24;

• Several Silicon Graphics workstations, (Indy, Indigo,
Onyx, andO2), running IRIX 6.5.4;

• Several Gateway 2000 PCs (Pentium 200 MHz/
128MB RAM and Pentium II 333 MHz/384 MB
RAM), running Microsoft Windows 95 and Windows
NT.

All computers used in a multi-user configuration are con-
nected to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet LAN. The robot uses a
wireless Ethernet link to RangeLAN2/Access Point (from
Proxim, Inc.) to communicate with other computers in a
LAN. Distributed VE has been implemented as shown in
Fig. 10, with SGIO2 as the VE initialization control host
and robot client mode control host, and other SGI work-
stations and PCs as client hosts. The robot direct model
control host is Nomad 200. Measurements were performed
in several single and multiple user scenarios.

5. 2 Single user scenarios

In single user scenarios, illustrating typical user interac-
tions related to robot operation and navigation, PDU statis-
tics have been collected. These measurements give the typ-
ical PDU throughput and patterns for different ways of con-
trolling the robot.

5. 2. 1 Scenario S1 (Robot control using buttons)In this
scenario, a user starts the application and waits for the indi-
cation of the robot status. Initially, the robot is free and the
user acquires control over the robot, thus becoming an op-
erator. The task to perform in the VE is to move the robot
using buttons on the CP, following an imagined rectangular
path around the Blue room.

Table 3 PDU statistics

Entity Action Action

Scenario State Request Response Total

S1 297 29 29 355

83.66% 8.17% 8.17% 100%

S2 152 216 216 584

26.02% 36.99% 36.99% 100%

5. 2. 2 Scenario S2 (Robot control using soft joystick)As
in the previous scenario, the user starts the application,
waits for the indication of the robot status, and initially,
acquires control over the robot, thus becoming an opera-
tor. The user performs the same task as in Scenario S1, but
using exclusively the virtual joystick to move the robot.

The PDU statistics are summarized inTable 3.
In both scenarios, the majority of PDUs are ESPDUs,

which is usual for DIS applications [29]. The number of
Action Request PDUs is equal to the number of Action Re-
sponse PDUs (i.e., no loss of PDUs has been observed).
The amount of Action Request and Action Response PDUs
depends on user interactions and the implementation of the
virtual controls. Initial transfer of control from robot to
user requires one request/response pair for each success-
ful exchange of control. The overhead related to the ex-
change of control is thus predictable. The manipulation of
the robot results in a variable number of PDUs, depending
on the performed task.

In Scenarios S1 and S2 the user accomplishes the same
task, however, in Scenario S1 with the use of buttons, fewer
PDUs are generated than in Scenario S2 with the use of joy-
stick. The reason for this lies in the implementation of vir-
tual controls. The motion commands using buttons result
in one PDU request/response being exchanged, and the is-
sued command is valid until the next command is received
or a timeout occurs. Joystick, on the other hand, gener-
ates commands whenever its position changes, and it resets
the motion parameters to zero when released. With quan-
tization of joystick updates, 10–20 request/response pairs
in one “burst” are generated for maximal virtual joystick
deflection.

5. 2. 3 Scenario S3 (User navigation modes)In Scenario
3, the effect of an operator’s and a spectator’s behavior has
been studied. Most VRML browsers support several types
of navigation, including walk, teleport, and examine.Fig-
ures 12–16 illustrate the throughput for different naviga-
tion types. All PDUs are ESPDUs.

It may be noted that the teleportation style of naviga-
tion generates more PDUs as the user’s viewpoint rapidly
changes. Walking through the VE generates (in average)
less traffic than in case of teleportation, however, walking
periods are clearly distinguishable from the “quiet state” in
Scenario M1 (presented next).

5. 3 Multi-user scenarios

The scenarios presented next demonstrate the use of the
application with ten and sixteen simultaneous users, and
illustrate dependency of network requirements on the num-
ber and the behavior of users. Throughput, delay, and PDU
statistics have been measured. Due to multicast and soft-
ware compatibility limitations in previous versions used
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Fig. 13 Throughput in Scenario S3 (fast walk)
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Fig.14 Throughput in Scenario S3 (teleport)

in the testbed, scenarios M1–M4 include ten simultaneous
users, and scenarios M5–M7 include sixteen simultaneous
users.

The components from Fig. 10 were set as follows: VE
initialization control host: SGIO2; client hosts: 10 users
(10 PCs); 16 users (10 PCs and 6 workstations); robot
client mode control host: SGIO2; and robot direct model
control host: Nomad 200.

The snoop packet capture program, included as a part
of the IRIX operating system distribution, has been used
for data collection. The collected data has been analyzed
using different filters to extract the packets of interest and
examine the relevant packet fields (time-stamps, DIS ES-
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Fig. 15 Throughput in Scenario S3 (teleport)
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Fig.16 Throughput in Scenario S3 (examine)

PDU header fields, etc.).

5. 3. 1 Scenario M1 (Bandwidth requirements for inactive
users) For the purpose of this scenario, after initializa-
tion of the robot, users join the VE at an (approximate) rate
of 1 user/minute. Both the robot and users remain inac-
tive for the duration of the experiment. Thus, this scenario
addresses the “quiet state” where the traffic only consists
of keep-alive messages.Figure 17 shows the multicast
throughput for controlled join of ten users, andFig. 18 for
sixteen users. The throughput is shown in relation to the
number of users (PDU sources) including the robot. All
PDUs recorded in this scenario are Entity State PDUs, rep-
resenting keep-alive messages, periodically generated by
users and the robot.

5. 3. 2 Scenario M2 (User navigation styles and bandwidth
requirements) Scenario M2 starts with ten users present
in the VE. Independently of each other, the users navi-
gate through the VE using the browser built-in commands
(browser dashboard) and predefined viewpoints.Figure 19
shows the overall multicast throughput. All PDUs recorded
in this scenario are ESPDUs since no exchange of control
occurs. Navigation is characterized by “bursts” of ESPDUs
denoting the change of user’s viewpoint position and/or ori-
entation.

5. 3. 3 Scenario M3 (Unsuccessful exchange of con-
trol) In Scenario M3, ten users are initially present in
the VE. One user acquires the control over the robot, thus
becoming an operator. The default response to incoming
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Fig.19 Multicast throughput in Scenario M2

requests for exchange of control is set toDeny. Indepen-
dently from each other, other users then attempt to gain
control over the robot by sending requests to the current
operator. The requests are denied and no transfer of con-
trol occurs.Figure 20 shows the multicast throughput and
delay between Action Request and Action Response PDUs.
It may be noted that the delay results are scattered in two
regions centered around the borders of the simulation in-
terval. PDU statistics shows that majority of PDUs are
Entity State PDUs (77.22%), and the rest are Action Re-
quest/Action Response (11.39%, 11.39%).

Table 4 PDU statistics for M3 and M4

Entity Action Action

Scenario State Request Response Total

M3 454 67 67 588

77.22% 11.39% 11.39% 100%

M4 1116 252 252 1620

68.8% 15.6% 15.6% 100%
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Fig.20 Multicast throughput and delay in Scenario M3

5. 3. 4 Scenario M4 (Successful exchange of control)In
Scenario M4, ten users are initially present in the VE. One
user acquires the control over the robot and sets the default
response to incoming requests for exchange of control is
set toGrant. Other users also change this setting toGrant
which enables every request to be granted and the exchange
of control to occur every time a request is issued.Figure 21
shows the multicast throughput and delay between Action
Request and Action Response PDUs. PDU statistics for
scenarios M3 and M4 are given inTable 4.

PDU statistics shows Entity State PDUs (68.8%) and
a relative increase in Action Request/Action Response
PDUs (15.6%, 15.6%). Compared to Scenario M3, the
average throughput is higher and average delay longer in
Scenario M4. The successful exchange of control typi-
cally generates a sequence of 4 PDUs: the Action Re-
quest/Action Response pair, and 2 ESPDUs, one from the
previous operator and one from the new one, denoting a
change of ownership, while the unsuccessful exchange of
control only involves the Action Request/Action Response
pair. The successful exchange of control in Scenario M4
and more user activity are also responsible for longer av-
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Fig.21 Multicast throughput and delay in Scenario M4

erage delay, due to additional PDU processing as well
as potentially mis-directed requests. The latter may hap-
pen when the exchange of control happens quickly several
times in a row, so the requests sent to the previous opera-
tor before an identity of the new operator becomes known
through multicast update.

5. 3. 5 Scenario M5 (Multiple activities and button tele-
operation) Scenarios M5 and M6 study the “realistic”
throughput with sixteen simultaneous users. These scenar-
ios are realistic in the sense that they are less restrictive
regarding user’s behavior, and thus give an idea of through-
put when application is used without restrictions on users’
behavior.

The difference is in teleoperation activity: in Scenario
M5, teleoperation is performed using buttons, and in Sce-
nario M6, it is performed using the joystick. Knowing the
details of the user interface described earlier, scenarios M5
and M6 represent the best and the worst case scenario (re-
garding traffic caused by teleoperation), respectively. All
types of navigation are allowed for the operator, as well as
the spectators. Transfer of control is not prescribed either:
the operator may choose whether to grant or deny incoming
requests.

In Scenario M5, sixteen users are initially present in the
VE. User navigation, as well as transfer of control is hap-
pens randomly, but the robot operator only uses buttons
for robot teleoperation. This scenario may be considered
as lower bound of throughput during active participation.
Figure 22 shows the multicast throughput in Scenario 5.
Maximum throughput in this scenario is 22,176 bit/s, and
average throughput is 6,974.12 bit/s. PDU statistics in Sce-

Table 5 PDU statistics for M5 and M6

Entity Action Action

Scenario State Request Response Total

M5 1248 64 65 1376

90.69% 4.65% 4.65% 100%

M6 1827 311 311 2449

74.60% 11.88% 11.88% 100%
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Fig. 22 Multicast throughput in Scenario M5
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Fig. 23 Multicast throughput in Scenario M6

narios M5 and M6 are given inTable 5.

5. 3. 6 Scenario M6 (Multiple activities and joystick tele-
operation) In Scenario M6, sixteen users are initially
present in the VE. User navigation, as well as transfer of
control is happens randomly, but the robot operator only
uses the soft joystick for robot teleoperation.Figure 23
shows the multicast throughput for Scenario 6. Maximum
throughput in this scenario is 19,008 bit/s, and average
throughput is 6,362.13 bit/s.

6. Conclusions

A framework for multi-user distributed virtual environ-
ments (VEs) has been presented. Application of the frame-
work to teleoperation of a mobile robot over the Internet
has been demonstrated, using a prototype multi-user dis-
tributed VE, implemented based on distributed simulation
and virtual reality standards. The proposed framework, in-
corporating the functional and the interconnection models,
and description of the virtual world objects are not applica-
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tion or implementation specific, and they provide a solid
basis for description of a networked VE. Measurements
conducted in several single-user and multi-user scenarios
demonstrate that the networking requirements for interac-
tive distributed VE depend not only on media types but also
on user behavior and interactions. Applicability of the pro-
posed framework to mobile robot teleoperation has been
demonstrated and evaluated experimentally.
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